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NORTH AMERICAN DIASPORA FUSES FOR NHSA’S THIRD INTERNATIONAL
BIANNUAL CONVENTION

NEW YORK, New York — From panels to pentozali, the National Hellenic Student
Association’s long-anticipated international convention brought hundreds of Greek Americans
and Canadians alike to Toronto, Ontario.

The convention kicked-off on Friday, October 14th at Papermill Theatre with introductory
remarks by the Hellenic Heritage Foundation’s Next Gen Committee’s Chair, Kosta Kalogiros
and Vice Chair, Vicki Alexopoulos. Attendees enjoyed a private screening of critically acclaimed
film featured at last year’s Hellenic Film Society Festival, Defunct. A reception followed shortly
thereafter.

“With the support of the Hellenic Heritage Foundation, attendees from all over North America
were provided with a unique welcome to Toronto.” says Fotis Karantonis, former NHSA
President and Toronto Convention Chair. “It was both a warm and refined way to bring everyone
together and properly kick-off the weekend!”

Saturday’s conference included several prominent speakers—both in-person and virtually. In his
opening remarks, University of Toronto Professor Themistoklis Aravossitas discussed the
importance of promoting Hellenism to educational systems and local communities.

“Wherever you are, look around and see… [y]ou did what we have today. You can communicate
the methodology because you did it. We must celebrate these conventions and continue this
incredible work,”  Aravossitas boasts.

Emceed by NHSA board members Thomas Psarianos and Stephanie Papoutsakis, the conference
continued with several key speakers, including Peter Polydor, President of Ergo Holding and
Fotini Iconomopoulos, negotiation strategist to Fortune 500 companies. In recognition of the
convention’s theme “Navigating Leadership,” our Defining Success Panel Discussion featured
entrepreneurs, Mr. Steve Kriaris, Mr. Anastasios Moussas, Dr. George Soleas, and Mr. Tony
Lourakis. Moderated by NHSA Vice President Irene Coritsidis, the speakers addressed the depth
and challenges faced by entrepreneurs as well as advice for young philhellenes.

“We spend much of our lives listening to people give advice, mentor us, and even coach us, it’s
not often that we get to give back to the community at large. Today that dream became a reality,”
quotes Steve Kriaris, Founder of the Kolonaki Group.



In addition to the speakers, attendees further had the opportunity to participate in interactive
icebreakers after lunch. The conference closed with remarks by the first Greek Canadian to serve
on the Supreme Court of Canada, Justice Andromache Karakatsanis.

The convention continued Saturday evening with NHSA’s biannual Greek Night at Hotel X,
where entertainment by DJ Victor Zaikos and scenic skyline provided a vibrant closing to an
eventful day. The weekend concluded on Sunday with a cultural excursion at the Royal Ontario
Museum.

About NHSA
The National Hellenic Student Association (“NHSA”) of North America, Inc. serves as an umbrella for Hellenic student
organizations of universities across the United States and Canada. Since its founding in 2004, NHSA has crafted an extraordinary
environment that combines the Hellenic community’s interests with professional and academic disciplines. With over fifty
university member chapters, NHSA is the largest nonprofit Hellenic student and young professional organization in North
America.


